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Agency Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Bureau Number 00 Name of Investment
Location In the Budget lo __^ _ 3 Unique Investment

Identifier
Account Title ISala Initiation Date
Account ID Code __o 0 Planned Completion Date

Program Activity irlT Infrastructure and Q...J This Investment Is
Investment/Useful
Segment Is Funded

Was this investment approved by OMB for previous Year Budget Cycle?

Did the Executive/Investment Review Committee approve funding for
this investment this year?

Did the CFO review the cost goal?

Did the Procurement Executive review the acquisition strategy?

Did the Project Manager identified in Section 1.D review this exhibit?

Is this investment Included in your agency's annual performance plan or
multiple agency annual performance plans?

Does this Investment support homeland security?
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Steady State
Incrementally

Ci5 yes 0 no

® yes 0 no

lM yes 0 no

&3 yes 0 no

z yes 0 no

3 yes 0 no

0 yes 3 no

13 yes 0 no

0 yes ® no

Is this project information technology?

a. Is this Project a Financial Management System?

b-, D oes? thIs., ptpI9lpment electronic transactions or record
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keeping that Is covered by the Government Paperwork Elimination
Act (GPEA)?

Is so, Is It Included in your GPEA plan (and does not yet provide
an electronic option)?

Does the project already provide an electronic option?

c. If the Investment administers Information In Identifiable form about
members of the public, was a privacy Impact assessment submitted
via PIA@omb.eop.gov with a unique project (Investment) Identifier?

d. Was this investment reviewed as part of the FY 2003 Federal
Information Security Management Act review process?

d.1 If yes, were any weaknesses found?

d.2 Have the weaknesses been Incorporated Into the
agency's corrective action plans?

e. Has this Investment been Identified as a national critical operation
or asset by a Project Matrix review or other agency determination?

e.1 If no, Is this an agency mission critical or essential service,
system, operation, or asset (such as those documented In the
agency's COOP Plan), other than those Identified as above as
national critical Infrastructures?

f. Was this Investment Included In a Performance Assessment Rating
Tool
(PART) Review?

M yes 0 no

Os yes 0 no

e yes 0 no

3 yes 0 no

iM yes 0 no

ep yes 0 no

03 yes 0 no

o yes 03 no

OF yes 0 no

o yes 0) no
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1. Provide a brief description of this project and Its status through your capital planning and
Investment control (CPIC) or capital programming "control" review for the current cycle.
The Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) is a client-server architecture that

{replaced two legacy systems (Nuclear Documents System (NUDOCS) and Bibliographic Retrieval System
(BRS)). It was designed as a combination of policies, processes, and hardware/software tools to manage
most NRC official records in an electronic rather than a paper-based environment. ADAMS was designed
to provide cradle-to-grave document management by supporting document creation or capture,
distribution and dissemination, records management, and search and retrieval by NRC staff, its
istakeholders, and the public. Relevant documents are also replicated to a FileNET library outside the NRC
network firewall in order for the NRC to make its documentary material related to the Yucca Mountain
Ihigh-level waste repository available electronically via the Licensing Support Network.

IThe conceptual design, identification of functional requirements, and the CPIC analysis were completed



during the conceptual/planning phase of the project in 1997. Project development, engineering design and
systems transition occurred during 1997 and 1998. ADAMS was deployed enterprise-wide in calendar year
1999 and is now fully operational as the official electronic record keeping system of the agency.
ADAMS runs on the agency's local area network and, to the extent possible, capitalizes on the availability of
off-the-shelf software to deliver primary system functions. ADAMS core capabilities of document
management, records management, and access control are provided through the use of:

* FileNET Panagon Content Services 5.1.1
* FileNET Panagon Desktop Services 3.1
* FileNET Panagon Replication Services 5.1.1
* TrueArc ForeMost Enterprise Mgr 2.6.3
* Convera RetrievalWare 7.0
* ADAMS 4.0 Custom Visual Basic Code

ADAMS is integrated with standard desktop office and operating system software to perform its functions.
Software used by ADAMS includes MS Windows NT, Corel Office Suite, Adobe Acrobat, Novell
GroupWise, Netscape Navigator, and MicroSoft Explorer. The ADAMS system is built as a three-tiered
client/server system: the first tier contains the generic workstation with the agency standard productivity
tools software and ADAMS client software; the second tier contains the agency infrastructure systems,
which include the standard agency network, the network printers, email servers, scanners, and shared file
storage servers; and the third tier contains the ADAMS servers that handle all document management,
records management, data storage, and retrieval and replication services. These servers contain the
production libraries (Main, Legacy, Sensitive, Public), test/non-production libraries, and backups for these
libraries. The servers also support special processes, such as the Official Records Processor (ORP) and
Electronic Regulatory Information Distribution System (E-RIDS).
The ADAMS 5.0 Software Upgrade:
This, conceptual phase, project will examine native vendor COTS features, introduced in the most recent
software upgrade, to determine if (1) native features can replace custom developed features thus reducing
NRC's cost of ownership, and (2) determine the suitability of replacing the existing client-server architecture
with a web-based architecture-this would also reduce NRCs cost of ownership. The first phase of this
project will be a Directional Issues Study-a comprehensive analysis of native and web feature functions
and level of effort estimate to implement these features.
The most recent FileNET COMS release may now include much of the functionality that was built into the
custom ADAMS solution. As part of the Directional Issues Study, we will perform an analysis of NRC's
custom functionality to determine which custom features can be replaced with FileNET's latest COTS
features. Areas where native mode FileNET functionality may be an appropriate alternative to ADAMS
customization include, but are not limited to:

* Replace ADAMS custom document packages with native FileNET compound documents (this is now
a standard component of FileNET's desktop and content services software);

a Replace custom ADAMS PDF conversion processor to native FileNET Rendition Services (this is now
a Standard component of FileNET's desktop and content services software);



| Replace ADAMS custom interface into TruArc's ForeMost Records Management component with
TruArc's menu driven plug-in;

* Examine risks and benefits associated with replacing ADAMS custom code with native COTS
features; and

* Examine risks and benefits associated with maintaining a thick desktop client vs. moving to a thin
Web-based client

We anticipate that the resulting Directional Issues recommendations and subsequent native features
deployment will result in a reduction in the cost of ownership of ADAMS in a steady state environment.
The detailed analysis, alternative analysis, and cost savings projections will be identified in the ADAMS 5.0
CPIC business case document.

2. What assumptions are made about this project and why? _ _



1. ADAMS will continue to support the creation orcapture, storage and retrieval, records
management, and distribution and dissemination of documents related to NRC's core business
functions, such as the licensing and regulatory oversight of nuclear reactor operations and other
activities Involving regulation of nuclear materials and nuclear waste.

2. NRC will continue to upgrade the COTS components of ADAMS to supported releases of the
vendors' software products. NRC also will continue to host ADAMS public user group meetings
to obtain feedback for providing more efficient and effective access to its publicly-available
documents.

3. NRC plans to migrate to ADAMS Version 5.0 if the findings of a directional study and a Capital
Planning and Investment Control business case analysis warrant this action. At this time, it is
planned that implementation of Version 5.0 will eamine and, where appropriate, 1) replace
custom developed features with vendors' newly available COTS native features and (2) replace
the existing client-server architecture with a web-based architecture. These improvements are
intende dto increase customer satisfaction, system maintainability, and reduce cost of ownership.

4. NRC also will continue to improve staff proficiency in managing its records in an electronic
environment through the delivery of role-based training courses, interactive learning aids, and
office-specifictraining.

5. NRC will continue processing newly created orreceived documents (both internal and extemal)
into ADAMS at the rate of about 380 docunits daily. NRC also will process a substantial
volume of high-evel waste documents in support of the licensing of Yucca Mountain and the
High-level waste adjudication proceeding. The volume will be dependent on the number of
parties, conlentlons, and duration of the proceeding. Current estimates range from 15,000 -
25,00 documents annually. The NRC is in the process of issuing a final rule entitled "Electronic
Maintenance and Submission of Information" to clarify when and how licensees and other
members of the public may communicate electronically withthe agency. This will expand and
replace an existing agency guideline that allows for voluntary electronic submission of
documents by Part 50 licensees. NRC will evaluate its impact on document processing costs
based on operational experience since we ame uncertain whatthe level of participation will be
because of the voluntary nature of the programL

6. The ADAMS 5.0 Upgrade project is based on the assumption that NRP will continue to need an
enterprise-wide electronic document /records management system to manage Its records through
their entire life cycle.

3. Provide any other supporting information derived from research, Interviews, and other



documentation.
The NRC conducted a preliminary assessment of ADAMS performance four months after it was declared
the agency's official record-keeping system and it had become clear that there were several operational
problems, the most significant of which was the burden the ADAMS system placed on the NRC staff for
document and data entry. Results of the assessment led to the issuance of the ADAMS Assessment Action
Plan (September 26, 2000) that contained a structured set of tasks to address ten agency challenge areas for
improving ADAMS performance and helping staff transition from a paper-based filing system to the
electronic ADAMS environment. Steady progress has been made in implementing identified tasks.
Further, in April 2001, the Harvard Computing Group (HCG) completed an independent assessment of
ADAMS. The purpose of the assessment was to determine whether the NRC was on an appropriate
pathway to establish an electronic document management system that would meet the agency's long-term
needs. Upon completion of HCG's assessment, the Gartner Group then conducted an independent
validation and verification analysis. HCG and the Gartner Group both concluded that FileNET and
TrueArc, the vendors of the COTS packages being used for ADAMS for document management and records
management respectively, should remain in place as the technical foundation for the long-term evolution of
the system. Gartner also recommended that the NRC remain on the technical path planned for ADAMS,
which includes the ADAMS 5.0 Upgrade covered by this submission.
The deployment of ADAMS Version 4.0 in October 2002 has improved system maintainability and response !
itime. It also has increased customer satisfaction by providing public users with a third party Web-based
search engine that is both powerful and easy to use.

OMB300 - Part I - LIB Justification

1. How does this investment support your agency's mission and strategic goals and objectives?
fThe NRCs mission is to regulate &e Nation's civilian use of byproduct, source, and special nuclear
materials to ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, to promote the common defense and
Isecurity, and to protect the environment.

lEffective management of information is critical to NRC performing its mission and most important
'information is contained in documents. The Commission's policies, decisions, and bases for regulatory I
actions are reflected in and depend on these documents.
ADAMS supports the creation or capture, storage and retrieval, records management, and distribution and
dissemination of documents related to NRCs core business functions, such as the licensing and regulatory
oversight of nuclear reactor operations and other activities involving regulation of nuclear materials and
nuclear waste. Access to these documents by both NRC staff and the public is absolutely essential to
carrying out the mission of the agency.



IINRC Strategic Goals NRC Strategies Support How Does Initiative Support NRC
Goal or Corporate Management
Strategy

1. Nuclear Reactor NRC will increase public X ADAMS will support this strategic
Safety: Prevent radiation- confidence by making goal by providing the public, those we
related deaths and public participation in the regulate, and other stakeholders in the
illnesses, promote the regulatory process more national and international
common defense and accessible, by communities by making documents

I secunty, and protect the communicating more available in a more convenient
environment in the use of dearly and making (electronic rather than paper) and
civilian nuclear reactors. nformation available in a timelier manner via the web.

vlia timelier manner.

2. Nuclear Materials NRC will increase public X ADAMS will support this strategic
Safety: Prevent radiation- confidence by making goal by providing the public, those wef
related deaths and public participation in the regulate, and other stakeholders in the
illnesses, promote the regulatory process more national and international
common defense and accessible, by communities by making documents
security, and protect the communicating more available in a more convenient
environment in the use of clearly and making (electronic rather than paper) and
source, byproduct, and information available in a timelier manner via the web.
special nuclear material timelier manner.
for medical, academic,
and industrial purposes l

3. Nuclear Waste Safety: NRC will increase public X ADAMS will support this strategic
Prevent adverse impacts confidence by making goal by providing the public, those we
from radioactive waste to public participation in the regulate, and other stakeholders in the
the current and future regulatory process more national and international
public health and safety accessible, by communities by making documents
and the environment, communicating more available in a more convenient

i and promote common clearly and making (electronic rather than paper) and
I defense and security information available in a timelier manner via the web.

timelier manner.

4. International Nuclear
Safety Support Support
U.S. interests in the safe
and secure use of nuclear
materials and in nuclear

NRC will increase public
confidence by making
public participation in the
regulatory process more
accessible, by

Ix ADAMS will support this strategic
goal by providing the public, those we
regulate, and other stakeholders in the
national and international
communities by making documents



non-proliferation communicating more
clearly and making
information available in a
timelier manner.

available in a more convenient
(electronic rather than paper) and
timelier manner via the web.

I
II
i

i

4
L

A
jNRC Corporate We will improve X ADAMS will support this corporate
Management Strategy 1: customer service and will management strategy through the
Employ innovative and find new and better ways continued use of new and improving
sound business practices of doing business to technology. ADAMS will continue to

increase effectiveness and become a more efficient and effective
efficiency of operations. way for the public and staff to access

NRC's information.
NRC Corporate We will improve the X
Management Strategy 2: capability of our
Sustain a high- workforce through
performing, diverse training and
workforce. development will select

and develop strong
managers who can
provide vision and
strategic leadership and
will recruit, hire, and
retain a high-quality,
diverse workforce with
the skills needed to
achieve our mission and

l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ g o als._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

NRC Corporate
Management Strategy 3:
Provide proactive
information management
and information
technology services.

We will make it easier for
the staff to acquire,
access, and use the
information they need to
perform their work We
will improve the ability
of the NRC and external
entities to conduct
mutual business
electronically. We will
provide external
stakeholders the ability to

X ADAMS supports this corporate
strategy by providing cradle to grave
enterprise wide document
management functionality. Initiatives
underway include expansion of the
voluntary submission of documents by
licensees and the public; improved
public and staff ease of access to
documents in the ADAMS document
repository; and improved document
and data integrity of documents that
reside in ADAMS.



easily access desired
publicly available
information to aid in their
participation in the
NRC's regulatory
processes, and to enhance
understanding of the
agency's mission, goals,
and performance.

_ _ _
NRC Corporate
Management Strategy 4:
Communicate strategic
change.

We will improve
communication with the
public by using strategies
that recognize the
ongoing changes in the
environment external to
the agency and we will
respond to requests and
inquiries from
stakeholders in a timely,
courteous, and
professional manner.

_ .

X ADAMS enables improved
communication with the public by
maling NRC documents easily
available from the NRCs Web site and
accessible to citizens who prefer to
access information locally from a home
computer or public library computer.

2. How does Is support the strategic goals from the President's Management Agenda?

[Presidents Management Agenda ISupports lHow Does Initiative Support PMA Item l I
E-Government X 1. ADAMS Is an enterprise-wide, NARA approved,

electronic record-keeping system.
2. ADAMS Interfaces with NRC's Electronic
Information Exchange (EIE) capability. This support

I
III
i
i
III



electronic submission of documents submitted by
1OCFR Part 50 licensees and allows for voluntary
electronic submission of documents. The production
EIE system provides for electronic authentication
(electronic signature) methods to verify the identity of
the sender and the Integrity of the submission.!
3. In May 2003, the NRC was awarded the Archivist
of the United States Award of Excellence for its
accomplishments in electronic recordkeeping and

DAMS. ADAMS Is the first enterprise wide electronic
record-keeping system in the federal government. It
was recognized by GAO as a best practice.
4. ADAMS reduces the expense and difficulty of doing
business with the government by providing citizens

ith ready access to NRC's publicly available
documents that can be viewed, downloaded, or printed
free of charge from the agency's web site.

3. Are there any alternative sources In the public or private sectors that could perform this
function?

5. Who are the customers for this project?
[ADAMS customers include: (1) all NRC staff, Including those from 4 regional offices; (2) NRC licensees; (3)
flaw firms; (4) various public Interest groups; (5) professional organizations; (6) medical offices and hospitals;
(7) schools, universities, and students; (8) many local, state, and federal government agencies; and (9)
other members of the public.

6. Who are the stakeholders of this project?
'ADAMS stakeholders include: (1) all NRC staff, including those from 4 regional offices; (2) NRC licensees;
(3) law firms; (4) various public interest groups; (5) professional organizations; (6) medical offices and
hospitals; (7) schools, universities, and students; (8) many local, state, and federal government agencies; and
(9) other members of the public.

7. If this is a multi-agency initiative, identify the agencies and organizations affected by this
initiative.



IThe ADAMS system Is a single-agency Initiative.

7.a If this Is a multi-agency Initiative, discuss the partnering strategies you are Implementing
with the participating agencies and organizations. __

jThe ADAMS system Is a single-agency Initiative.

8. H-ow will Investment reduce costs or Improve efficiencies?____ ____ ___

Documents are captured upon receipt or signature, and stored electronically in one central location
(repository), rather than in numerous office-level locations as previously, thus ensuring the integrity of the
document collection. Incoming documents are distributed electronically, eliminating the substantial paperI
duplication efforts and making documents available for review more quickly. Because they are available in
electronic form, ADAMS facilitates the re-use of documents by staff (cut and paste). The agency's record
cpy is in electronic form that will be transferred to the NARA. Users can search for, view the image of, and

print documents at their workstations, regardless bf geographic location. Documents are now available to
the public in days rather than weeks and can be viewed and downloaded at no charge.

If a business case alternative for the ADAMS 5.0 Is selected that results In the removal of custom code of
the existing ADAMS steady state operational system, NRC anticipates a reduction In software maintenance
costs, and a reduction In the costs of upgrading the existing system to maintain currency with vendor COTS
software products. If a business case alternative for the upgrade Is selected that results in a Web-based
rather than the existing client-server deployment of the existing system, NRC anticipates a reduction In the
costs of deploying future system upgrades.

9. List all other assets that Interface with this asset. ___ _____

ADAMS receives electronic copies of documents from its stakeholders and the public through the Elect~ronc
Information Exchange (ETE). It also provides electronic copies of relevant documents to several FileNET
libraries that reside outside NRC's firewall (Electronic Hearing Docket (El-D) and High-Level Waste
Documents Repository (HLW). It will provide copies of documents to the Digital Data Management System
I(DDMS) for high level waste proceeding after the DDMS is developed and implemented.

NRC's document receipt process was re-engineered to accept incoming documents electronically rather
~than in paper. Its document creation process was modified to capture the electronic version of documents

adconvert them to PDF for storage in a centralized document repository. Its public dissemination process
'was modified to make documents available through the Web rather than in paper and microform at local
libraries and the agency's Public Document Room. The agency's management of its dockets was also re-
fengineered. Work to support the high level waste proceeding is in progress.



9.a Have these assets been reengineered as part of this project?

OMB300 - Part I - I.C Performance Goals and Measures (All Assets)

0® yes C no

Agencies must use Table 1 below for reporting performance goals and measures for existing
Investments that were Initiated prior to FY 2005. The table can be extended to include
measures for years beyond FY 2004.

Table 1 (projects through 2004)

Fiscal Year [,2002

Strategic Goal(s) Supported

7]

~NRC Corporate Mgt strategy to provide proactive info mgt and IT services

Existing Baseline

Planned Performance Improvement Goal___
,Continuous improvement of staff access to NRC documents in order to improve staff
isatisfaction with ADAMS

Actual Performance Improvement Results ___

Improvement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer
satisfaction survey I

Planned Performance Metric
R-e-sulitsof annual customer satisfaction survey increases to 2.4



Actual Performance Metric Results
12.5

Fiscal Year [2003.]

Strategic Goal(s) Supported
INRC Corporate Mgt strategy to provide proactive info mngt and IT services

Existing Baseline
To be determined by prior yr performance metric results

Planned Performance Improvement Goal
Continuous improvement of staff access to NRC documents in order to improve staff
satisfaction with ADAMS

Actual Performance Improvement Results

Improvement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer
satisfaction survey (avail late Sep/early Oct 03)

Planned Performance Metric

Results of annual customer satisfaction survey increases to 2.6

Actual Performance Metric Results
ITBD

.,



Fiscal Year 12004

Strategic Goal(s) Supported
NRC Corporate Mgt strategy to provide proactive info mgt and IT services

..... .... .. ......... .

Existing Baseline

To be determined by prior yr performance metric results

Planned Performance Improvement Goal
Continuous improvement of staff access to NRC documents In order to improve staff
satisfaction with ADAMS _

Actual Performance Improvement Results ___________
improvement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer
satisfaction survey

Planned Performance Metric

IResults of annual customer satisfaction survey increases to 2.8

Actual Performance Metric Results
TBD

Fiscal Year [2005

Strategic Goal(s) Supported

NRC Corporate Mgt strategy to provide proactive info mgt and IT services



1-.--.----- ------- -- -----

Existing Baseline

To be determined by prior yr performance metric results ...... ------

Planned Performance Improvement Goal

Continuous improvement of staff access to NRC documents in order to improve staff l
!satisfaction with ADAMS

Actual Performance Improvement Results
Improvement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer
satisfaction survey I

Planned Performance Metric

Results of annual customer satisfaction survey increases to 3.0

Actual Performance Metric Results _ _ __ _

TBD _ _ ...._.... _ __._ ._....... _

Fiscal Year 62o6

StrategIc Goal(s) Supported _____ __ __

CENRC Corporate Mgt strategy to provide proactive info rngt and IT services

Existing Baseline
To be determined by prior yr performance metric results

i



Planned Performance Improvement Goal

Cntinuous improvement of staff access to NRC documents in order to improve staff
satisfaction. with ADAMS

Actual Performance Improvement Results

Improvement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer
satisfaction survey

Planned Performance Metric

[Re s ut"s of- annua 'c u-sto m- e- r -sati-iacti' n rveyicr assto- -3-.2

Actual Performance Metric Results___

Fiscal Year07

Strategic Goal(s) Supported ________

CorprateMgtstraegyto provide proactive info rngt arnd IT services

Existing Baseline

To be determined by prior yr performance metric results

Planned Performance Improvement Goal
, ...

lContinuous imnprovement of staff access to NRC documents in order to improve staff
Satisfaction with ADAMS



Actual Performance Improvement Results
Improvement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer
satisfaction survey

Planned Performance Metric
[Results of annual customer satisfaction survey increases to 3.4

Actual Performance Metric Results
hI:B6- __ '- - -- '- '-'

Fiscal Year 12002

Strategic Goal(s) Supported _

!NRC Strategic Goal strategy to increase public confidence

Existing Baseline _____
Baseline will be determined at the end of FY03

Planned Performance Improvement Goal
Improvement of public access to NRC documents in order to improve their satisfaction
with ADAMS

Actual Performance Improvement Results

Improvement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer
satisfaction survey



Planned Performance Metric
ITBD

Actual Performance Metric Results
TBD

Fiscal Year t 2C003

Strategic Goal(s) Supported
JNRC Strategic Goal strategy to increase public confidence

. .. . ... . ... ... . Sw e _- f| @_ w__

Existing Baseline
To be determined by prior yr performance metric results

Planned Performance Improvement Goal
Improvement of public access to NRC documents in order to improve their satisfaction
with ADAMS
I . . - .. . _ _ .- -.-- ..-- .--.-- - .-- -........... ...-.... -. - .. -- . - . - . -. .. --- _ _ _ _ _ .-.... .. . . ........ . - - .... -..... - . -. -. -. .. -. -. -. -. - .. - - ......_A_ ...

Actual Performance Improvement Results
Improvement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer
satisfaction survey

Planned Performance Metric
jResults of first annual customer satisfaction survey is at least 2.6 on a scale of 1 to 4.



ActualPerformance Metric Results

Fiscal Year [2004

Strategic Goal(s) Supported
iNR'C -Strat'eg-i-c 'G' oa'l s-t-rateg y-t-o in-cre'ase p-u,-b-i~c -c-o nfid-en-ce - --

Existing Baseline
i~o be determined by prior yr performance metric results

Planned Performance Improvement Goal
jImprovement of public access to NRC documents in order to improve their satisfaction
1with ADAMS

Actual Performance Improvement Results
Improemen wil be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer

1satisf action survey_______

Planned Performance Metric ______

Riesultsof- first annual customer satisfaction survey is at least 2.8 on a sca-le of 1 to 4.

Actual Performance Metric Results _________________ ___



Fiscal Year Coo-

Strategic Goal(s) Supported

NRC Strategic Goal strategy to increase public confidence

Existing Baseline|To be determined by prior yr pormn metrc results

Planned Performance Improvement Goal

vInprovement of public access to NRC documents in order to improve their satisfaction |
with ADAMS

Actual Performance Improvement Results
Improvement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer
satisfaction survey

Planned Performance Metric

iResults of first annual customer satisfaction survey is at least 3.0 on a scale of 1 to 4.

Actual Performance Metric Results
[.. . .. _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- . ---.. . . . . . ........................... _ _ ~ ~TBD

Fiscal Year ---II--I-.
Strategic Goal(s) Supported ___ _ _ _



JNRC Strategic Goal strategy to increase public confidence

Existing Baseline
ro be determined by prior yr performance metric results

Planned Performance Improvement Goal
Improvement of public access to NRC documents in order to improve their satisfaction
1with ADAMS

Actual Performance Improvement Results
Improvement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer
satisfaction survey

Planned Performance Metric
tResults of first annual customer satisfaction survey is at least 3.2 on a scale of 1 to 4.

Actual Performance Metric Results
ITBD

Fiscal Year re6_ -I

Strategic Goal(s) Supported ____ ______

INRC Strategic Goal strategy to increase public confidence

Existing Baseline
iTo be determined by prior yr performance metric results



Planned Performance Improvement Goal
Iimprovemenit of public access to NRC documents in order to improve their satisfaction
!with ADAMS

Actual Performance Improvement Results
nImprovement will be determined by increased ranking in the annual customer

jsatisfaction survey

Planned Performance Metric ___

[Iesuits of first annual customer satisfaction survey is at least 3.A on a scale of 1 to 4.

Actual Performance Metric Results

All new IT investments that are development, modernization, or enhancement (DME) for 2005
and beyond must use Table 2 and are required to use the FEA Performance Reference Model.
The PRM Version 1.0, available at www.feapmo.gov, Includes detailed guidance about how to
Incorporate PRM Indicators into the performance goals and measures table below. Please use
the Table 2 and the PRM to Identify the performance Information that pertains to the major IT
Investment. Ensure there is a complete tie-in to the strategic goals and objectives described
in section I.B.1.

Table 2 (2005 and beyond)

OMB300 - Part I - I.D Project Management
1. Is there a project manager assigned to the project? c yes 0 no

If so what Is the project manager's name:



If so what is the project manager's name:
Lynn Scattolnin

L.a Identify the members, roles, qualifications, and contact Information of the In-house and
contract project managers for this project:
,Ms. Scattolini is the Director of the Information, Records, and Document Management Division in the
{Office of the Chief Information Officer. She is a member of the SES corps, and reports directly to the NRC's
Chief Information Officer. (CIO). Ms. Scattolini manages, coordinates and interfaces with NRC
headquarters and regional offices. She is a graduate of the GSA Trailboss Program. She can be contacted
at 301-415-8730.
The contract project manager for the ADAMS applications development and maintenance contract is John
Perkins, LMIT. Contact: 240-753-0229. Project Manager on this contract must have experience with Filenet
Panagon software, Visual basic, TSM, Windows NT, NT Server, SQL Server, and other software
Ifoundationls demdaporaeto maintain ADAMS. ..

2. Is there a contracting officer assigned to the project? 1 yes 0 no
If so what Is the contracting officer's name:
There are several existing contracts that support ADAMS. The ...

, .. . . . . . .~~~~.. ...... ... .. _ ... ..... ._, ,.,.................. ._

3. Is there an integrated project team? OF yes 0 no
3.a If so, list the skill set represented.
fln addition to Lynn Scattolini and contracting officers, the ADAMS project team is supported by an NRC
isoftware development project officer, senior software engineers, senior systems analysts, librarians, and
lrecords managers, and contractor computer operations, system and software programmers, and vendor
Iproduct technical specialists.

4. Is there a sponsor/ownerforthis project? Z yes 0 no

4.a If so, identify the sponsor/process owner by name and title.
OElis Merschoff, NRC's Chief Information Officer (CIO) Is the agency's sponsor of ADAMS.

Sponsor Owner Contact Info:
1301-415-1000~ .. .. -



OMB300 - Part 1I - IL.A Enterprise Architecture

II.A.1 Business

A. Is this Investment Identified In your agency's enterprise architecture? If not, why?
'Yes, ADAMS has been identified in NRC's in-progress enterprise. architecttrre(EA).

A. 1 Will this Investment be consistent with your agency's "to be" modernization blueprint?
,)Yes, ADAMS is now consistent with the NRC to be modernization blueprint. During ADAMS 5.0 software
)upgrade planning, ADAMS staff wrnl work closely with NRC EA staff to ensure that ADAMS remains in
compliance with the agency modernization blueprint.

B. Was this Investment approved through the EA Review committee at your yes 0 no
agency?
C. What are the major process simplificatlon/reengineering/design projects that are required as
part of this IT Investment?
WNRC changed its business practices to Improve efficiency and effectiveness related to the receipt, capture,
1processing, and dissemination of documents prior to and during ADAMS implementation.

0. What are the major organization restructuring, training, and change management projects
that are required?



The Office of the Chief Infonrmation Officer Implemented some organizational changes to support the ADAMS E

program. Training was developed and Is being offered through the agency's Professional Development
Center. The ADAMS 5.0 software upgrade project is a new Initiative in its conceptual phase. This Information
will be provided as a part of the Directional Issues Study and CPIC business case.

E. Please list all the Unes of Business and Sub-Functions from the FEA Business Reference Model
that this 1T Investment supports.
Line of Business Sub-Function
Information and Technoloag Manaaement _Recor_ Retentionl

Information and Technoloay Manaaement Information Infrastructure Management

Public Affairs Official Information Disseminatlon MCAI

II.A.2 Data

A. What types of data will be used In this Investment? Examples of data types are health data,
geospatial data, natural resource data, etc.

ADAMS was designed using Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) software with built-in
document and records management capabilities. The underlying database structure is both

Object Data Base Connectivity (ODBC) and Structured Query Language (SQL) compliant to
ensure a standard method of accessing relational data. Some customization was performed
to incorporate additional data elements and feature functions. Where applicable, ADAMS
utilized data administration and modeling techniques as supported in the NRC Systems
Development Life Cycle Management Methodology and the NRC Data Administration
Reference Manual. The fields and identifiers for ADAMS documents are standard and
conform to the NRC Data Architecture Naming Standards and Conventions. These were
developed and coordinated through an agency data administration (DA) function. The
{agency DA function maintains the NRC Strategic Data Model (SDM) and NRC Consolidated
IData Model (CDM). The NRC SDM is a model of NRC data entities with entities mapped to
ithe business functions and application systems they support. The NRC CDM is a detailed
inventory of standard data entities and attributes. In some cases, ADAMS developed new

-1



Jdata fields and rule sets, such as author affiliation, which were added to the CDM.

The data records associated with the document files stored in ADAMS include, as
applicable: (a) the standard bibliographic data describing documents, such as title, author
name(s), author affiliation(s), page count, date; (b) subject-related alpha/numeric tags
associated with subject and docket case files for search & retrieval; (c) version specific file
management information; (d) information about the 'document' if it is not stored in
ADAMS, (e) record management record series numbers; and (f) other descriptive
information used for retrieval and management of the document files. The ADAMS 5.0
upgrade will use existing metadata required for storing the document files.
B. Does the data needed for this Investment already exist at the Federal, State, or Local level? If
so, what are you plans to gain access to that data?

ere are some cases that require outside data. In support of the Yucca Mountain High
Level Waste (HLW) Repository licensing proceeding NRC, via the implementation of a
Licensing Support Network Portal, is integrating HLW-related information from
governmental participants that include, but are not limited to NRC, DOE, State of NV, Clark 1
County, Nye County, and other potential parties such as Industry and Environmental
Groups, AULGs (Affected Units of Local Governments), and Tribal Interests. This data, as
introduced into the licensing hearing, will be electronically transmitted and automatically
processed into and published to NRC internal and appropriate external document
repositories via ADAMS. ___ _ __ ___ ____

C. Are there legal reasons why this data cannot be transferred? If so, what are they and did you
address them In the barriers and risk sections above?
(See above response.

D. If this Initiative processes spatial data, Identify planned Investments for spatial data and
demonstrate how the agency ensures compliance with the Federal Geographic Data Committee
standards required by OMB Circular A-16.
sNot applicable.

E. If this activity involves the acquisition, handling or storage of Information that will be
disseminated to the public or used to support Information that will be disseminated to the public,



explain how It will comply With your agency's Information Quality guidelines (Section 515
requirements)?

NChas established and published its Inform-ation Quality Guidelines (IQG) on October 1,
2002 (see 67 FR 61695). The agency's IQG specifies the types of documents that fall within'
the scope of this program and the process for identifying and resolving quality problems.
The ADAMS public libraries are one of the vehicles by which the public can gain access to
ithese documents. The responsibility for the quality of the information contained within
Ithese documents is with the program offices that generate the documents. If, in response to
(a request for information correction, a new version of the document is released, that new
~document would be stored in ADAMS.____
F. Managing business Information means maintaining Its authenticity, reliability, Integrity, and
usability and providing for Its appropriate disposition. Address how the system will manage the
business Information (records) that It will contain throughout the Information life cycle.

ADAMShas been approved by NARA as electronic record keeping system.

II.A.3 Application,, Components and Technology
A. Relation to Service Component Reference Model:_______

ADAM proidesa DPC and local scanning station support.

Service Domain: Digital Asset Services
Service Type: Document Management
Component Name: Document Imaging and OCR
Is this a new component? no

A._Relation to Service Comp onent Reference Model:___
XADAMSprovides storage and support for multiple libraries of different types such as public, main, legacy,'
letc.



Service Domain:
Service Type:
Component Name:
Is this a new component?

Digital Asset Services
Document Management
Select...
no

A. Relation to Service Component Reference Model:
ADAMS utilizes metadata and indexing.

I ….-. ......-.. . ..-.--

Service Domain: Digital Asset Services
Service Type: Document Management
Component Name: Select...
Is this a new component? no

A. Relation to Service Component Reference Model:
ADAMS provides versioning.

Service Domain: Digltal Asset Services
Service Type: Document Management
Component Name: Select...
Is this a new component? no

A. Relation to Service Component Reference Model:
DAMS supports conversion from TIFF to PDF.



Service Domain:
Service Type:
Component Name:
Is this a new component?

Digital Asset Services
Document Management
Select...
no

A. Relation to Service Component Reference Model:
ADAMS supports correlation between logical data and information sets through packages.

Service Domain:
Service Type:
Component Name:
Is this a new component?

Digital Asset Services
Records Management
Record Unking / Association
no

A. Relation to Service Component Reference Model:
|ADAMS supports categorization of documents

Service Domain: Digital Asset Services
Service Type: Records Management
Component Name: Document Classification
Is this a new component? no

A. Relation to Service Component Reference Model:



ADAMS supports the complete document life cycle.

Service Domain: Digital Asset Services
Service Type: Records Management
Component Name: Document Retirement
Is this a new component? no

A. Relation to Service Component Reference Model:
ADAMS provides complete search and retrieval services.

Service Domain: Diaital Asset Services
Service Type: Search
Component Name: Query
Is this a new component? no

B. Technology included in the agency Technical Reference Model: _ ___

Yes, ADAMS conforms to the NRC technology architecture, as documented in the NRC Technical Reference
Model. The TRM provides baseline and target architectures and Is a framework of technical standards used to
plan platforms and Infrastructure for new systems. It documents the technology and network architecture for
the agency. ADAMS was implemented within the NRC agency standard dient-server and LAN infrastructure
and is accessible via agency-standard microcomputers. ADAMS staff members with work with NRC EA staff
Imembers to ensure that ADAMS remains In alignment with the agency TRM as ADAMS 5.0 software upgrade
,planning proceeds.

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:
..-.. ... .. . I .. ... ... _ .1 - - . - .... -., __.~ ..........A_......



Service Category:
Service Standard:
Service Specification:
Is this a new specification?

Delivery Servers
Web Servers
Internet Information Server
no

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

Service Category: Database / S
Service Standard: Database
Service Specification: SQL Server
Is this a new specification? no

Storage

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

.. ..

Service Category:
Service Standard:
Service Specification:
Is this a new specification?

Database / Storage
Storage
Select...
no



C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...... ... ._ ------- --... _..._._..---...........tA._. ------

Service Category: Hardware / Infras
Service Standard: Servers / Comput
Service Specification: Enterprise Server
Is this a new specification? no

tructure
ters

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

~~~~~~... . .- .. . ..... ... .. .. ....

Service Category:
Service Standard:
Service Specification:
Is this a new specification?

Hardware / Infrastructure
Select...
Ethernet
no

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

i.0_ .

Service Category:
Service Standard:
Service Specification:
Is this a new specification?

Hardware / Infrastructure
Embedded Technoloav Devices
Select...

no



C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

Service Category: Hardware / Infrastructure
Service Standard: Peripherals
Service Specification: Scanner
Is this a new specification? no

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

Service Category: Presentation / Interface
Service Standard: Static Display
Service Specification: Select...
Is this a new specification? no

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

Service Category: Presentation / Interface



Service Standard:
Service Specification:
Is this a new specification?

Dynamic / Server-Side Display
Select...
no

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

t _ ._ _ .... .,_
Service Category:
Service Standard:
Service Specification:
Is this a new specification?

I

Data Management
Database Connectivity
Select...
no

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:
An.-- ... ... __. --

.. . ......... - - .-.._ ..

Service Category:
Service Standard:
Service Specification:
Is this a new specification?

II
i
iI

Integration
Database
SQL Server
no



C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

I…

Service Category: Integration
Service Standard: Enterprise Ac
Service Specification: Select...
Is this a new specification? no

I
I
II....... .. ---

pplication Intearation

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

Service Category:
Service Standard:
Service Specification:
Is this a new specification?

Access Channels
Internet
Select...
no

C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

. i

Service Category:
Service Standard:
Service Specification:
Is this a new specification?

Access Channels
Web Browser
Internet Explorer



C. Relation to the Technical Reference Model:

Service Category: Service Transport
Service Standard: Service Transport
Service Specification: Select...
Is this a new specification? no

D. Will the application leverage existing components and/or applications across the Government?
If so, please describe.
No, although ADAMS staff members will be working with NRC EA staff to identify any components or
applications that might be leveraged in the future.

E. Financial Management Systems and Projects, as Indicated In Part One, must be mapped to the
agency's financial management system inventory provided annually to OMB. Please Identify the
system name(s) and system acronym(s) as reported in the most recent systems Inventory
update required by Circular A-11 Section 52.4.

ADAMS is not a financial management system.

OMB300 - Part II - II.B Security and Privacy

II.B.1 How Is security provided and funded for this project?

Tfhe ADAMS program budget prorovides funding for all application IT security requirements,
Including funds for continuity of operations and security documentation updates. In
jadditlon, since ADAMS Is an application that runs on the NRC Infrastructure, OCIO provides



Ifunding to pay for all Infrastructure security services provided by the underlying LAN/WAN
'general support system (GSS). The infrastructure security services provided Include firewall
FItering, intrusion detection monitoring, and anti-virus software.
A. What Is the total dollar amount allocated to IT security for this investment In FY 20n05

A. Does the investment (system/application) have an up-to-date security plan that meets the
requirements of OMB policy and NIST guidelines? What Is the date of the plan?
Yes, the ADAMS Security Plan Is fully compliant with the NIST guidance. Date of the final approved
Security Plan Is June 7, 2002.

B. Has the Investment been certified and accredited (C&A)? Additionally, specify the C&A
methodology used and the date of the last review.
fADAMS has achieved full systems security accreditation. This was accomplished using NIST guidance In
July 2002. The security accreditation status was reviewed during the latest annual FISMA security review,
completed in August 2003. -

C. Have the management, operational, and technical security controls been tested for
effectiveness? When were most recent tests performed?
All of the ADAMS management, operational, and technical security controls were tested during systems
security testing in June 2002, in support of security accreditation. ADAMS was accredited at NIST IT
Security Framework Level 5 on July 8,2002. Security controls were.also tested as part of the ADAMS
!disaster recovery testing that was completed in December 2002. The security controls were again reviewed
)during the 2003 FISMA annual security review for ADAMS, using the NIST system security Self
'Assessment guidance.
'The following reports were completed following NIST approved methodologies. A Quantitative Risk
Assessment methodology and review by experienced contractors were used to determine the level of risk



lassociated with the system.
* Final ADAMS Risk Assessment: March 25, 2002
I Final ADAMS System Security Plan: June 7,2002
* ADAMS Security Test and Evaluation performed: June 2002
* Final ADAMS Business Continuity Plan (IT Contingency Plan): June 14,2002.
* Mitigation Plan of action in response to reported risks and vulnerabilities: July 3,2002.

The proposed ADAMS 5.0 is an upgrade to a steady state operational system (ADAMS). The Security Plan
for the existing ADAMS steady state system will be updated for the upgrade as appropriate, which is not
scheduled until 2005. The full suite of security accreditation documentation (Risk Assessment, Security

ST&E Plan, IT Contingency (Business Continuity) Plan, will all be updated as appropriate for the
upgrade in 2005. -

D. Have all system users been appropriately trained in the past year, including rules of
behavior and consequences for violating the rules?

Ye.The NRC has an aggressive and proactive security awareness program to insure that risks are
understood. This program includes a Computer Security Awareness Day, new employee IT security
orientation, a mandatory on-line IT security awareness course, and the issuance of all-employee alerts and
awareness announcements. This is intended to make individuals aware of IT security as a concern that
1must be considered daily. I

E. How has Incident handling capability been Incorporated Into the system or project,
including Intrusion detection monitoring and audit log reviews? Are Incidents reported to DHS'
FedCIRC?

ADAMS is a major application that is attached to NRC's LAN/WAN infrastructure support system. The
LAN/WAN has documented incident response capabilities and procedures that have been implemented
and tested. These include reporting to FedCIRC, as appropriate, based on intrusion monitoring and
Iresponses to alerts from reputable sources. In addition, NRC provides monthly incident reporting data to
1FedCIRC. Since its initial deployment, ADAMS has always automatically tracked and logged the following
specific user access activities: (1) specific user who added individual documents, packages, or folders, and
the date/time it was added; (2) specific user who checked out each document and who checked in each
new version of a document and the date/time; and (3) who last access any specific document and the'.
date/time. In addition, on 03/11/2003 the ADAMS software (FileNet) audit logging capabilities that
capture detailed data on usage-related library system events were activated. These audit capabilities
comply with the NIST 800-18 recommendations regarding audit trails. As needed, the audit logs are
reviewed in responding to any potential incidents.

and its documentation will be updated as for the ADAMS 5.0 upgrade in 2005.
F. Is the system operated by contractors either on-site or at a contractor facility? If yes, does
any such contract include specific security requirements required by law and policy? How are



contractor security procedures monitored, verified, and validate by the agency?
iThe system is government owned and operated, supplemented by on site contractor support. Contracts {

Irequire that support contractor personnel obtain security clearances. Contractors are screened prior to
lbeing granted access to the NRC facility and ADAMS. Contractors are also required to sign nondisclosure
statements when they are assigned to work with sensitive information. In accordance with the provision of
their contracts, contractors are also required to promptly report when a member of their staff no longer
requires access to NRC systems or assets.

II.B.3 How does the agency ensure the effective use of security controls and authentication
tools to protect privacy for those systems that promote or permit public access?
'Only non-sensitive documents are made publicly available. Software controls, policies, procedures, and
{training are in place to help prevent inadvertent release of sensitive documents. NRC publicly accessible
systems and web sites are 'read only". Security controls and authentication tools were tested as part of the
systems security test and evaluation process. The controls are also reviewed annually, as required by
FISMA.

ILB.4 How does the agency ensure that the handling of personal Information Is consistent with
relevant government-wide and agency policies?
The NRC follows the requirements of the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. 552a and OMB's requirements for the
implementation of the Privacy Act. NRCs policies can be found in NRC's regulations at 10 CFR Part 9,
Management Directive 3.2, Privacy Act, and on the NRC's external Web site.

II.B.5 If a Privacy Impact Assessment was conducted, please provide a copy to OMB at
PIA~omb.eop.gov.

yes

OMB300 - Part 11 - II.C Government Paperwork Elimination Act (GPEA)

II.C.1 If this Investment supports electronic transactions or record-keeping that is covered by
GPEA, briefly describe the transaction or record-keeping functions and how this investment
relates to your agency's GPEA plan.
ADAMS has been established as NRC's official record-keeping system for all record series in which an
analysis showed that it is cost-effective to maintain collections of records in electronic in lieu of paper
form. This covers virtually all of the programmatic record collections of the agency and some of its
administrative record collections. The software that NRC employs conforms to DOD standards that have I

been endorsed by the NARA. |



ADAMS will use the technology, processes, and procedures of NRC=s electronic information exchange
program (EIE) to allow for 2 way voluntary electronic submission of documents to the NRC and between
NRC and its stakeholders. A production electronic information exchange (EIE) system is in place to
accommodate voluntary electronic document submittals allowed for 1OCFR Part 50 licensees and vendors.
The system provides for electronic authentication (electronic signature) methods to verify the identity of
the sender and the integrity of electronic content. The production EIE system is being expanded to
accommodate other types of submittals eligible for electronic submission to the NRC.
ADAMS is an electronic information system that is a vital component of a multi-tiered NRC=s public
information strategy. ADAMS is appropriate for public users who are familiar with NRCs documentation
and who, by virtue of their interest and/or occupation, require frequent and regular access to NRC's
documents. ADAMS allows expanded public access to all NRC's publicly available documents via the
~Intemet. The system permits full text searching and provides the ability to view document images,
Idownload files, and print locally. It provides the ability for the public to order copies of NRC documents
on-line7 I

II.C.2 What Is the date of electonic conversion from your GPEA plan? L9/9/20 o1_

II.C.3 Identify any OMB Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) control numbers from Information
collections that are tied to this investment.

Not applicable.


